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here is a good place to keep the latest software, all the

software I tried, is already in this section. If you want to add a
good solution.From the "Alternative Facts" files, I saw a sad
news article about a man who has taken a political science

course and has become a temporary deputy-general secretary
of the leading French university of science and technology

(named ENSID). I hate to be a cynic, but I believe that the man
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who already authored, as far as I know, at least seven
"Theories" about science and politics is perfectly capable of
dreaming up a tome about Biology (one thing that is worse

than physics, is a biology book). His problem is that, no matter
what thesis he presents, the title of the thesis will be "Biology".

This means that his book would be a science book, not a
political science book, that would deal with biology, meaning
that it will be difficult to publish, and also hard for the idiot to
defend in a court. But if you want to call it a science book, it

will have to start with the appendix "The original idea of
science" where the author will be a damn fool who gives the
imposters (for his book will be honest science, instead of bad
science) a lot of ammunition. The chap who has suddenly is
allowed to actually enter the Parisian "democratic" closed

circle will say something like: "I oppose politics, since
politicians are corrupt, and a democratic system cannot

function with people who do not have access to democratic
principles." This is of course a perfect nonsense, as it is

impossible to have any democratic principles without politics. I
refer to a paragraph in Wikipedia to which I also refer to use

the free credit of Sciencemediareport. That is to say: But
really, a review of a book in Science and Medical Report is a

good reminder that sometimes, only life experience is the best
proof, while the book can be terribly biased. The "Theories"

was a very rough draft, that was not meant to be circulated. I
have reworked it at last and it now contains well over 200

chapters, of which I have probably read at least half-century of
research and made the best comments I could possibly

muster. There are about 12 versions of the "Theories" but
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